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All dwellings must pass this
inspection before moving
in.n All dwellings must be

equipped with smoke
detectors in good working
order at 0.1 page.n Smoke

detectors can be installed on
walls, ceilings, fireplaces,
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stoves, windows and doors.
Â§ 15. Children must be at
least 16 years of age. 21.
Existing shafts should be
carefully inspected and

checked for their suitability
for emergencies, so they

should be kept in exemplary
condition and maintained in
good repair during a fire.n

22. A human-safe evacuation
plan should be developed for

any establishment during
evacuation.n Special

emergency routes and
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passages should be made so
that people can safely reach
the main routes. shelters and
were evacuated from there.

In any case, the area of
â€‹â€‹the enterprise must be

cleared of people before a
decision is made on the

possible introduction of a
state of emergency.n

Premises for personnel
responsible for firefighting

measures must be well
protected from fire.n Places
most dangerous to fire and
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people must be very carefully
inspected and work facilities

reorganized and provided
with safe havens.n Fire

hydrants, electrical switches,
plastic partitions and doors
must also be protected from

fires. 23. After the end of the
evacuation, the premises
where the fires continued

should be kept behind closed
doors and locked windows
during the declared state of
emergency until the end of

the search for survivors after
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the evacuation. 24. Fires can
start in buildings, structures

and other similar objects, but
they are unlikely to start
underground. Therefore,

ladders should not be used in
fire-prone rooms and great
care must be taken when

handling them. Repair work
in such facilities should be

carried out by qualified
specialists in accordance with
the recommendations of the

safety and disaster
management authorities. It is
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not allowed to use stairs that
need to be repaired.n When
carrying out repair work in

ancillary rooms located
underground, you must stay
away from these rooms. 25.

It is not recommended to
wear clothing made of flame
retardant fabrics and filler

that can catch fire from fire
or if touched, especially if
the clothing is worn on the
naked body.n Fire safety

measures should be carefully
checked when using electric
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lighting, especially when it
comes to electrical

appliances, which are used
for
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